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ABSTRACT

In this lecture I consider the question of characterization of nonclassical light in terms of
measurable quantities. I show that there are many situations where the usual methods based on
the Q and S parameters fail and which call for new measures of the nonclassical light. I also
present newer methods of producing nonclassical states of quantum systems.

Nonclassical light has been characterized in a quantitative way by examining the degree of
squeezing or the sub..Poissonian character. For a single mode field represented by the annihilation
and creation operators a and a', these two parameters are given by

S =<: (a e' + a' e")2 :> — < a e + a e >2 (1)

Q=(<at2a2>czata>2)I<ata> (2)
For squeezing S should be negative. Sub- Poissonian statistics occurs if Q < 0. Note that Q � —1.
Also note that if Q and S are positive, then the light is not necessarily classical. This is because
both and S are related to the appropriately defined second order moments of the P-function
associated with the state p (mixed in general) of the radiation field

PfP((1)Ifl><(Id2( , ()
where cx > is a coherent state with amplitude a. The light is said to be itoitciassical if the
distribution P(v) does not possess the properties of a c1asica1 probability distribution. Clearly
the positivity of Q and S does jjj necessarily iinpiy the classical nature of P(cx). I now present
examples of states for which Q parameter becomes positive and yet the state is expected to he
itojiclassical.

Consider the Schrödmger "CAT" state obtained by superposing two coherent states

I'll > Ai(Icre"2 > +Iae2 >) , (4)
where A! is the normalization constant. The P-function for the state (4) is expected be highly
nonclassical unless 0 = 2ni. The Q-parameter for the state (4) is shown in Fig. 1. Clearly Q� 0
for certain range of 9-values' though the state is expected to be nonclassical even for these 0
-values. This necessitates the use of some other criterion in addition to the Q-parameter.

Consider next the state2 obtained by using state reduction techniques
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p = Natme_taam , = ( (5)
This goes over to a Fock state if oo and to a thermal state if Tfl 0. Calculations show that

Q = (2(m + 1) — m)/(ñ(m + 1) + m) , (6)
and hence one has sub-Poissonian statistics if

I in

ñ<Vm+l (7)

The question is - is the state (5) nonclassical if n> m/m + 1? To answer this we examine
the P-function for (5). Calculations show that

P(a) cx jC_II2/*Lm((l + )1aI2) (8)

which as shown in Fig. 2 clearly becomes negative even for ñ for which the inequality (7) does
not hold.
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a
—0.25

Fig. 1: The parameters Q (solid line)
and A3 (dashed line) as functions of 0 for
Schrödinger "CAT" state given by Eq.(4) for
a = 8. 0 is expressed in units of .

Fig. 2: The distribution P(a) for the state
given by Eq.5 with m=5 and average photon
number n = (a) 0.7, (b) 0.95 and (c) 1.2. For
the case (a) the plotted values are 1/10th of
the actual values.

The transformation of nonclassical light by an optical amplifier has been studied at length.3 I
shall recall some important results. Consider a phase insensitive amplifier with N1 atoms in the
excited state and N2 atoms in the ground state. The P-function for the output field is related to
the P-function of the input field via

P0(a) = iJPe(a')ezp{ aGI}d21 (9)
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where

Nl_N21) . (10)

Here G2 is the gain of the aiiiplilier. It is knowit that the output exhibits ito squeezing or sub-
Poissonian statistics if

G2/T,�2 . (11)

On the other hand it is known that the output distribution is like classical distribution if

G2/t = 1 . (12)

The question arises - what is it that is nonclassical in the range

G2/rj = 1-+2 ? (13)

In order to obtain other quantitative measures to characterize the nonclassical states of light
we have examined the higher order moments of the Pdistribution. We first treat phase insensitive
nonclassical characteristics. Let m represent the n-th order moment of the intensity variable

m =fP(a)1a1d2a < aa" > . (14)

Consider the matrices defined by

1 m1 . . . rn41

= m1 m2
. (15)

m, j m2 2

We have proved2 that for a classical distribution the matrices for different values of the
index n must be positive definite. This enables one to obtain new criterion for nonclassical nature
of light. For a given field one can test whether the field possess phase insensitive nonclassical
properties or not by computing the matrix and its eigenvalues and by testing if at least some
of the eigenvalues )) of the matrix m(*) are negative. A study based on the matrix m(3 turns
out to be quite useful. We introduce the parameter

A3 = det(m(3))/[det(p(3)) — det(m(3))] , (16)

where the matrix (fl) obtained from the matrix m() [Eq.(15)J by replacing m by
= <(at a)" >. It can now be proved that the smallest value of A3 is —1. Thus if A3 lies

between 0 and minus one, then the field is nonclassical. Therefore we could use the parameter 113
to test the nonclassical character whenever the parameter Q fails to signify nonclassical character.

The results for the A3-parameter for the nonclassical states (4), (5) and (9) are shown in Figs.
1,3 and 4 respectively. Clearly A3 is useful to characterize2'4 the nonclassical nature whenever
the Q-parameter fails. It should be borne in mind that whenever both Q and A3 parameters are
not adequate to see the nonclassical character, then one should use the measures in terms of the
matrices m(4), m(5) etc.
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The field produced by the micromaser5 is also highly nonclassical. The Q-parameter has been
calculated and measured. It is found that for certain range of parameter values the Q- parameter
is positive. The number distribution of the eJd in the micromaser is known5

Pu = Po fl(m + !:_sin2(gTiv/i))/(r4h + 1)
1=1 In (17)

where r is the transit time, n1 is the number of blackbody photons, r is the injection rate of atoms,
g is the atom-cavity coupling and 2n is the rate of leakage of photons. Using (17) and by rewriting
the normally ordered moments in terms of p, one can calculate the parameter A3. We find (Fig.
5) the field remains nonclassical for (gr/)/7 in the range 1 — 4 eventhough the Q-parameter
becomes positive.

Fig. 3: The parameters Q (solid line) and A3
(dashed line) as functions of average photon
number for (a) Tfl = 2 and (b) in = 5.

Fig. 4: The parameters Q (solid line) arid
A3 (dashed line) as functions of G2 for (a)
N2/N1 = 0 and (b) N2/N1 = 1/6. The inpuL
field is considered to he in the Fork state with
10 photons.

We can in an analogous way obtain measures for studying the nonclassical properties which
are phase sensitive. This can be done in terms of the matrix qk*) obtained from the matrix mt'
by replacing m by q defined by

çj, =<: (ae" +ate")" :> (18)

Thus the nonpositive definiteness of the q(uZ) matrices would imply that P(a) possesses nonclassical
phase sensitive properties. The nonpositiveness of the matrix q(2) is equivalent to the requirement
that the parameter S is negative.

We next consider the question of the maximal singularity6 of the P-distribution We consider
the phase sensitive characteristics. This would also shed light on the origin of the nonclassical
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nature of the P-distribution. Let X be the quadrature that becomes squeezed. We consider
marginal distribution for X. The quadrature X is defined by (a + at)/sJi Let P(X) be the
marginal distribution associated with X. It is ohtaiiied from Pfri) by integrating over the other
quadrature. We have proved the following theorem

P(X) = ezp{_02}Ib(X)I2 . (19)

Here i,b(X) is defined by < Xb > i.e., it is the projection of the state of the radiation field on the
eigenstates of the quadrature operator. For example for a Fock state kb(X)12 H(X)e+''2 etc.,
where H(X) is the Hermite polynomial. Relation (19) gives the connection between the quadra-
ture space quantum mechanical probabilities and the corresponding normally ordered probabilities.
It also shows the origin of the singularity of P(X) which is more easily seen by using

II(X)I2 = -.-. Ip(k)edk (20). 2J •

and hence

P(X) = fk)e2eidk . (21)2r J
Thus F(x) will exist if the Fourier-transform jk) of I'/i(X)12decays faster than e2 The relation
(19) also gives the optimal singularity of the marginal P(X)

P(x ) = CXP{T8X2 }6(X — X) . (22)

Finally we discuss briefly the new methods for producing nonclassical states. The first method
that I discuss is based on state reduction techniques. Consider the process of rn-photon emission
when initially the field is in some state . The rn-photon emission from the excited state Ie > to
the ground state > can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (hgle >< gam H.C.). For
short times if tItC state of the atom is measured to be g> then the state of the field is reduced to

p 'x aImam . (23)

The state (5) can thus be produced by state reduction starting from a field in chaotic state. If we
start with a field in a coherent state, then state reduction produces a state

I,,,>xatmla> . (24)

The state (24) has been shown7 to possess nonclassical properties like squeezing and sub-Poissonian
statistics. It is clear from the above that state reduction is a useful technique for producing new
types of nonclassical states.

We next show that sudden perturbations8'9 in the Hamiltonian can produce nonclazsical states.
As a model system consider a simple harmonic oscillator whose force constant has been modulated
in timc by cxtcrnal means. After appropriate scaling, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = + x2(1 + 9(t)) . (25)
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The Heisenberg equations for z and p can be solved exactly8 in terms of the solutions of the
differential equation

d2
(26)

From the knowledge of the time dependence of z and p the density matrix of the oscillator at
time t can be calculated. To see explicit results on the nonclassical states of the oscillator we have
to use specific forms of fl(t). In a Paul trap 16(t) = fl0 sin IU. The Eq. (26) becomes Mathieu
equation and we have solved it numerically to obtain the dispersion in z etc. As another examplewe consider the case when

8(t) = 0 if t<o
= fl0t/T if t<T
=f30ift>T.

Thc solutions of Eq.(26) now arc in terms of Bessel functions of order1/3. Wc show the results8'9
for the two cases in Figs. 6 and 7. These figures show that states with significant amount of
nonclassical character cart be generated under appropriate conditionson parameters.

(27)
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e

Fig. 5: The parameters Q (solid line) and A3 (dashed line) as functions of the pump parameter
0 = gr(.)'/2 for . = 200 and black body photon number n = 0.1. 0 is expressed in units of .
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Fig. 6: The variance of the quadrature X
as a function of time r = wt. The oscillator
is initially in the ground state. The form of
,8(t) is, ,8(t) = ,@0sin(()(wt)) with = I
and (solid curve) . = 1 and (dashed curve)
=2.

In conclusion we have presented new measures for the nonclassical nature of quantum systems.
Wc have also given new methods for producing nonclassical states.
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Fig. 7: Dispersion in X for an oscillator
initially in the ground state. The parameters
chosen are (see Eq.(27) = 1, iT = (a)
I0, (b) I, (c) 3 and (d) iü.
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